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Abstract
Synthetic polymers processed and applied in practice undergo degradation changes that result in the
potential loss of physico-chemical properties. Polymer stabilizers are used to prevent these changes and
help the polymer utility properties get retained. Despite the visible progress in other fields of human
activity, polymer stabilization chemistry has exhibited only minimum changes. No new chemistry of
polymer stabilization has been introduced within the several past decades. All the “new” stabilizers
promoted by different suppliers were mostly the modifications of the existing ones. Any new and
commercially really successful stabilizer capable of competing the performance of old existing structures
has not appeared on the market for many years.
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Most of commodity plastics being in contact with natural environment undergo
irreversible changes consequently affecting their utility properties. Thermoplastics, such
as e.g. polyolefins, are sensitive to oxidation both during processing and end application.
They have to be protected by the addition of stabilizers–organic compounds having suitable
functionalities capable of chemical reactions competing the degradation processes. The history
of polymer stabilization more or less reflects the history of commodity plastics themselves. The
commercial development of plastics was closely followed by the development of appropriate
stabilizing structures that started in the sixties of the last century. In the sixties and later
in the seventies most of the stabilizing structures like sterically hindered phenols, organic
phosphites and phosphonates, thio-stabilizers and sterically hindered amines (HALS) were
introduced on the market [1-3]. These structure types were found efficient and acceptable in
terms of price-performance ratio so that they were widely used in the protection of most of the
synthetic polymers. The same structural functionalities either unchanged or slightly modified
have been used up to now and during the past fifty years practically no new chemistries
appeared. The only exception were lactones launched in the middle of the nineties, at that
time considered as a breakthrough in polymer stabilization chemistry [4,5]. Their success,
however, dropped shortly after since their active stabilizing moiety was found to be suspect
mutageneous so that they were phased out soon after. Since the seventies no real brand-new
structures providing a new mechanism of action have appeared. All the progress in polymer
stabilization has taken place almost exclusively in the field of modification of existing active
functionalities or their secondary structures. Among the modified ones, only few reached
commercial success, such as e.g. NOR structures of Hindered Amine Light Stabilizers (HALS)
[6]. The rest did not fully meet the toxicological requirements or simply was not efficient
enough. Despite in other sectors of polymer chemistry continuous progress in properties
and characterization proceeds and is visible every year, in polymer stabilization no changes
have taken place already for many decades. If the suppliers offer “new” stabilizers, there are
mostly only the blends of existing structures, declaring some kind of benefits or synergy, but
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definitely no new chemistry. Presently, many structures launched
to the market more than half of the century ago are still intensively
used. And successfully compete the new much “younger” ones due
to their good efficiency and extremely favorable price-performance
ratio. One of them, pentaerythrityl tetrakis [3-(3,5-di-tert-Bu4-hydroxyphenyl)propionate] well known as Irganox 1010 [7]
celebrated in 2013 50th anniversary of its existence on the market
and still is “going strong”. Still being used all over the world and
produced under the variety of commercial names (Figure 1). This
structure represents the most successful polymer stabilizer ever,
in polymer stabilization having the same name as Elvis Presley in
entertainment industry. One of the reasons of its success may likely

be the expiration of its original patents that makes it more easily
accessible and allows its friendly price to compete the potentially
new structures, the development of which requires considerable
investments. Despite these facts are reflective, they still do not fully
explain the huge success of this structure in polymer protection
persisting more than half of the century. And so there are the
questions to be answered. What is the real reason of absence of
progress in polymer stabilization? [8]. Is it the lack of interest due
to low economic motivation caused by demanding toxicological
testing necessary for hygienic approval or simply the fact that the
old structures are brilliant so far that they still efficiently beat any
newly appearing competition?

Figure 1: Irganox 1010-stabilizing structure of hindered phenol type originally introduced by Ciba-Geigy AG in the
sixties - CAS No. 6683-19-8.
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